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1

INTRODUCTION

Money is widely recognized as a social construct whose value depends on subjective beliefs and expectations of
individuals. Crypto-assets are described as a new type of money [27], and their adoption has continued to grow over
the last years [33]. Increasingly, people of different backgrounds, interests, and socio-economic status are starting to
invest and experiment with this novel form of digital value. However, adopting crypto-assets is not an easy task from
the viewpoint of both users and non-users [27]. Prior qualitative studies [25, 27, 71] have found that users are burdened
by secure key management and often find tools confusing and complex to use. Design choices leave users in a position
where slight mistakes and security flaws can lead to irreversible damages, which are compounded by the lack of central
authorities providing a safety net.
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Countless crypto-asset users, both experienced and novice, have already suffered monetary losses caused by the
intricacy of key management, basic negligence, or security breaches [43]. Astonishingly, nearly 4 million bitcoins, worth
tens of billions of dollars, are believed to be buried forever because of lost or forgotten keys [60].
In response to the complex nature of key management, centralized security solutions emerged on the crypto market
as a viable alternative. Such solutions, while wide-ranging, include a custodian entrusted by the user to manage and
secure their assets. These services, such as cryptocurrency exchanges, are deemed to provide a better user experience
(UX) than self-managed options. However, they are also exposed to security threats [48], which in the worst case might
lead to shutdowns and monetary losses for users.
Previous qualitative research has shown that crypto-asset users differ in their security decisions and employ various
tactics to secure crypto-assets [25, 71]. These decisions are influenced by a variety of risk factors, such as the usage
context or the amount at stake. Some users, in particular novice ones, resort to convenient custodial services to manage
keys on their behalf. Conversely, more experienced and conservative users have little trust in virtual asset service
providers (VASPs) and, therefore, strongly advocate for the self-management and safekeeping of keys [25, 71]. This
variation in individual risk perceptions and security behaviors is likely to grow further in the future, as more people
decide to adopt crypto-assets.
Moreover, the increased interest in central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) [4, 6, 51] broadens the scope of the
heterogeneity issue even further. In fact, many topics of discussion on CBDCs link back to the fundamental trade-off
between safety and convenience of managing digital assets. Should central banks leave the control of cryptographic
keys in users’ hands or shift this burden to third parties instead? How should VASPs be regulated to ensure their liability
and full transparency with users about ownership, security risks, and protection measures?
This empirical paper aims to bring security research in this domain forward by providing an up-to-date picture of the
current population of users and their preferences and practices in managing and securing crypto-assets. It also intends
to overcome the major shortcomings of prior qualitative works (e.g., small samples and exploratory nature of research),
which make generalizations of their results problematic. Against this backdrop, this paper contributes the first in-depth
quantitative study of 395 crypto-asset users, documenting their different risk concerns and security behaviors. We apply
a theory-guided approach to the instrument design and propose a new typology for characterizing the diverse and
ever-growing population of crypto-asset users. The user typology is derived from cluster analysis using a number of
context-specific psychometric constructs relevant to security, protection, and risk. Our analysis reveals that crypto-asset
users can be broadly categorized into “cypherpunks” (experienced crypto-asset advocates and enthusiasts), “hodlers”
(security-concerned and profit-oriented traders and investors), and “rookies” (inexperienced users motivated by fear of
missing out). We provide a detailed characterization of each cluster along several dimensions, and we study differences
and commonalities in individuals’ perceptions, key management choices, and security practices on the cluster level.
We make a number of important contributions. Specific to this research area, our study is the first of its kind to
complement the customary method of purposeful sampling with online crowdsourcing recruitment of crypto-asset
users. The second innovation is that the survey design and data analysis are built on behavioral theories and constructs.
We provide a set of adapted and newly developed scale items pertinent to security risks of crypto-assets. This approach
enables us to account for the user heterogeneity and break down the mixed population of crypto-asset users into
meaningful clusters. Third, we find that cypherpunks prefer offline storage devices for large-value assets and this choice
is significantly correlated with the self-reported amount. Hodlers are found to be mostly affected by key thefts, whereas
rookies perceive themselves as incapable of self-managing keys. Based on these findings, we suggest user-targeted
practical design implications for crypto-asset security solutions.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the key terminology (Section 2) and review
related work (Section 3). We describe our methodological approach in Section 4 and report empirical results in Section 5.
Finally, we discuss the implications and limitations of our work from both research and practical perspectives in
Section 6.
2

TERMINOLOGY

Throughout the paper, we use the term crypto-assets to refer to both cryptocurrencies and digital tokens. Cryptocurrencies are cryptographically secured digital currencies without a centralized governing or issuing party. The first
modern cryptocurrency is Bitcoin, introduced in the working paper [50] and released in 2009. Since then, a plethora of
other cryptocurrencies were created, allowing users to extend the underlying protocol (e.g., of Ethereum) with new
functionality such as tokens. Digital tokens can represent almost any exchangeable asset, including a cryptocurrency, a
conventional security (security token), or a consumptive right to a product or a service provided by the token’s issuer
(utility token) [35]. Though the functions of tokens go beyond those of cryptocurrencies, they share similar security
mechanisms and risks. Therefore, we consider both in our study and refer to them as crypto-assets.
When it comes to the management of crypto-assets, there exists a wide range of tools for users to choose from.
These coin management tools (CMTs), also known as crypto wallets, allow users to effectively manage their pairs of
cryptographic keys and transact with crypto-assets. CMTs are commonly categorized into hot and cold wallets [17].
Hot wallets are directly connected to the Internet, which makes them an easier target for attacks. Common examples
are software desktop applications, mobile wallets, or browser plug-ins. Cold wallets, on the contrary, are kept offline
most of the time. Consequently, they provide better security, but are less convenient to use. Common examples are
hardware, paper, or brain wallets.
In this paper, we further distinguish between custodial and non-custodial crypto wallets. Custodial wallets are
third-party services that take care of the key management. They are known to be user-friendly as they create an
abstraction layer and free the user from understanding the underlying cryptography. One prominent example for such
third-party services are cryptocurrency exchanges. Here, users’ funds are stored in an aggregated form in a combination
of hot and cold wallets. Due to this aggregation, users never truly control crypto-assets, but are merely promised that
they will be able to withdraw their crypto-assets if they decide to do so. Therefore, exchanges provide some of the
functionality of conventional wallets and users can use them as such. Storing large amounts in exchanges, however,
can be risky due to the associated permanent monetary losses that can occur in case of shutdowns or hacks [48].
Non-custodial wallets, on the other hand, allow users to manage and control the key pairs directly. While this
supports customizability and freedom, it can also lead to mistakes that are difficult to recover from. Poor security
practices of users tasked with the storage and protection of private keys could (and are known to) cause monetary
losses [63, 71]. Therefore, while these wallets promise high security guarantees, they are also more burdensome to
use. Software wallets, such as Electrum,1 and mobile wallets, such as Trust Crypto wallet,2 are some examples of
non-custodial wallets.
3

RELATED WORK

We structure the discussion of related work into two main themes: empirical studies on crypto-assets and user studies
on password and key management.
1 Electrum
2 Trust

wallet: www.electrum.org
wallet: www.trustwallet.com
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Mai et al. [47]
(d, 29 users)

Legend:
Quantitative study

Gao et al. [27]
(d, 20 users)

Qualitative study

Fröhlich et al. [25]
(d, 10 users)

Khairuddin et al. [41]
(d, 20 users)
Baur et al. [7]
(d, 13 users)

Voskobojnikov et al. [71]
(d, 10 users & 10 non-users)
Sas and Khairuddin [63]
(d, 20 users)

Abramova and Böhme [1]
(d, 83 users)
Bohr and Bashir [9]
(d, 1 193 users**)

2014

2015

Krombholz et al. [43]
(d, 990 users)

2016

Henry et al. [32]
(b, 1 987/99 users*)

Hileman and Rauchs [34]
(d, 150 companies)

2017

Khairuddin and Sas [40]
(d, 20 miners)

2018

Stix [64]
(b, 2 762/38 users*)

Rauchs et al. [57]
(d, 180 companies)

2019

2020

* X/Y users – representative nationwide sample of X residents, among which Y users reported owning some cryptocurrency.
** use of secondary data collected on related Bitcoin sites

Fig. 1. Overview of empirical studies on crypto-assets (d – deep sampling, b – broad sampling)

3.1

Empirical Studies on Crypto-Assets

Crypto-assets have received a fair share of attention from academia in recent years. Figure 1 presents an overview of
qualitative and quantitative user studies with additional sampling details. Sampling the hard-to-reach population of
crypto-asset users is deemed difficult due to its unknown size, its geographical dispersion, and the privacy concerns of
its members. As a result, two distinct strategies dominate in prior empirical work: (a) deep sampling, which involves
reaching out to crypto-asset users through personal referrals, local networks, or recruitment notices posted on dedicated
discussion boards or distributed by companies operating in this field; (b) broad sampling, which includes traditional
random sampling procedures with the aim to collect evidence on the awareness and ownership of crypto-assets
by nationwide populations [53]. According to this classification, deep sampling involves such methods as snowball,
respondent-driven, or targeted sampling [31], and is widely employed in this domain due to its cost and time efficiency.
Qualitative studies have closely investigated the behavior of crypto-asset users. They have shed light on users’
underlying ideologies and motivations [41], as well as challenges experienced during use [27, 71]. Besides trust [40, 63]
and usability issues of wallets [7, 25, 72], users are also found to have difficulties with the key management process [22].
Results show that some users have misconceptions related to the cryptographic principles [27, 47], while others,
and novices in particular, often find the key management complicated [22, 27, 71]. These difficulties not only pose
inconvenience for them, but can also lead to errors and monetary losses in extreme cases, e.g., due to forgotten
passwords [63] or mistakenly deleted key pairs [71].
Quantitative work on crypto-assets, however, is scarce and has mainly focused on Bitcoin and its ecosystem.
Attitudes toward Bitcoin were investigated by both Henry et al. [32] and Stix [64], whereas a series of global cryptoasset benchmarking studies [34, 57] attempted to characterize the crypto-asset population. Studies investigating risk
perceptions and security practices of users can be found in literature [1, 43], yet, they present an either partial or
outdated view. Over the past four years, the market capitalization of crypto-assets other than Bitcoin has grown from
US$600 million to over US$140 billion, with millions of new users and investors joining the domain [57]. Our work not
only includes these other crypto-assets, but also presents an updated overview of the crypto-asset user population.
Prior work relied on the crude distinction between users and non-users of crypto-assets. This view is very coarse, as
crypto-asset users represent a remarkably heterogeneous group in their attitudes and experience toward cryptocurrencies, usage patterns, preferences over CMTs, risk profiles, and security behaviors [9, 25, 71]. While experienced and
4
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skilled individuals usually have better control of private keys and devices, amateurs are in the early phase of their
learning curve and hence more vulnerable to targeted attacks or accidental errors such as deleting wallet files. We adopt
the cluster analysis approach to segment the diverse population of crypto-asset users, and provide new evidence about
their perceptions and protection behaviors. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first quantitative study of
crypto-asset users that sheds light on their usage behavior, security perceptions, and practices.
3.2

Password and Key Management

There exists an extensive body of research on the challenges users face when managing their passwords. Adams and
Sasse [2] were the first to point out that users experience significant cognitive load when trying to comply with security
recommendations, particularly when managing multiple passwords. To lower this burden, users employ measures that
they deem more convenient, such as re-using [24, 30, 73], sharing [70], and writing down passwords [65]. Pearman et
al. [55] provided a first categorization of password practices. The authors applied hierarchical clustering on a sample of
154 participants. They found differences between the groups in terms of password strength and sharing behavior. Some
users were security conscious and employed stronger passwords, whereas others chose weaker passwords and re-used
them more often.
The aforementioned cognitive burden is, however, not exclusive to password management. In 1999, Whitten and
Tygar [75] evaluated the usability of PGP 5.0 and found significant misunderstandings among users about public-key
cryptography. More recent PGP tools bring similar challenges, as shown by Ruoti et al. [62]. Only 1 out of 10 pairs of
users managed to exchange encrypted emails [62]. Mistakes were made by all the groups. Some tried to encrypt the
email with their own public key, while others disclosed sensitive information, such as private keys, to the recipient.
In the context of crypto-assets, mishandling passwords or cryptographic keys can also have grave consequences. Sas
and Khairuddin [63] interviewed 20 Bitcoin users on trust challenges and security practices. Among other findings,
the authors report on monetary losses incurred either due to lost or weak passwords. The users of crypto-assets also
have difficulties with managing cryptographic keys. Voskobojnikov et al. [71] conducted an interview study with
crypto-asset users and found that newcomers were confused by the underlying cryptography. Often, they did not know
where their keys were stored and even recalled instances of accidentally deleting keypairs. Inspired by these previous
works, this study aims to examine security behaviors of crypto-asset users in relation to their risk concerns and levels
of experience, thereby complementing former qualitative insights with robust data-driven inferences.
4

METHODOLOGY

This section presents our general approach and how it is reflected in the survey instrument. We also describe the data
collection and quality assurance processes.
4.1

Approach

Over the years, more diverse individuals have become crypto-asset owners [34, 57]. As established in related work
(Sect. 3), there is no single profile of a typical crypto-asset user. This heterogeneity complicates the empirical analysis
of individual security behaviors. A canonical response to heterogeneous samples is cluster analysis, an exploratory
method that finds more homogeneous subsamples (clusters) of individuals in a multivariate space [56]. The method
assigns subjects to clusters such that the members of each cluster are as similar as possible and as different as possible
from subjects in other clusters.
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Cluster analysis depends heavily on which variables are included in the metric of (dis-)similarity between subjects.
We considered reported behavior (e.g., the choice of wallets, transaction periodicity), socio-demographics (e.g., age,
gender, occupation), and psychometric beliefs (e.g., risk perceptions, self-efficacy). We chose psychometric beliefs for
their presumed convergence and stability at the individual and population level, which results from the redundancy of
measuring a latent construct with multiple items [16].
We sought inspiration from well-established behavioral theories to define a set of constructs relevant to protection
and risk. Specifically, we consider the Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) [61], which originated in individual health
studies, and the Theory of Planned Behavior (ToPB) [3], a general theory of action. PMT has a calculus that trades off the
likelihood and severity of a bad outcome versus the effort and efficiency of a preventive action. Both the PMT and ToPB
emphasize the importance of self-efficacy, which is defined as the subjective belief of one’s ability to successfully perform
an action. Derivates of both theories have been successfully applied in literature to explain human–computer interaction,
most prominently the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [18, 45] with its risk-augmented variant [54]. There are
many examples of empirical computer security studies using these theories, including [10, 12, 15, 39, 46, 66, 67, 76].
All constructs in these theories were shortlisted as candidates for clustering. In adapting the scale items to the domain
of our study, we interpreted the loss of crypto-assets as a bad outcome and related it to the user’s key management
decisions. For example, the original scale item of a PMT construct in [76] “I have the resources and the knowledge
to take necessary security measures” is adapted to “I have technical skills and time to secure and prevent the theft of
my crypto-assets.” We included constructs by the ease of adapting the associated scale items, while keeping an eye on
construct diversity and questionnaire length. This iterative process converged on five constructs.
The construct perceived vulnerability (4 scale items) reflects one’s belief of the likelihood of private keys or user
accounts being compromised. The statement “My crypto-wallet is at risk of being compromised” is an example of a scale
item for this construct. Perceived severity (4 items) captures one’s belief of the impact of financial distress or personal
harm caused by the loss of crypto-assets. The construct is operationalized with scale items like “Losing crypto-assets
would likely cause me severe stress.” Perceived self-efficacy (4 items) is the belief in one’s capability to secure keys and
prevent the theft of crypto-assets. An example statement is “I am able to protect my private key from being stolen.”
Response cost (5 items) refers to the financial cost, time, effort, or inconvenience the user associates with securing
crypto-assets. The scale items cover one-off (e.g., “Security investments into equipment are costly”) as well as recurring
costs (e.g., “Spending crypto-assets from secure crypto wallets is costly”). Perceived concern (5 items) measures the level
of concern about broader security risks related to crypto-assets, including threat vectors through third parties, such as
custodians. Example statements are “I am concerned about security vulnerabilities of wallets” or “I am concerned about
security vulnerabilities of exchanges.” All scale items are measured on five-point rating scales with end points labeled
“strongly disagree” and “strongly agree,” except for perceived concern, where the scale semantically ranges from “not
concerned at all” to “very concerned.” Table 5 in Appendix A lists all scale items along with references to the sources
from which they were adapted.

4.2

Instrument

The online survey can be broadly structured into two parts: the scale items required to measure the constructs (discussed
above), and a series of complementary questions about the ownership, storage, other risk factors related to cryptoassets, employed security practices, and demographics. Overall, the final instrument included 67 questions, with an
estimated completion time of 25 minutes. We summarize below the blocks of questions, which served as entry points
6
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for characterizing the clusters and understanding users’ security behaviors. The complete questionnaire is available in
the supplementary material.
[Crypto-Asset Ownership] This block of questions aimed to identify the what, how, and what for of the crypto-asset
use. Specifically, we inquired about owned cryptocurrencies and tokens, the amount held, as well as services and
products users pay for with crypto-assets. Similar to Khairuddin et al. [41], we asked about motives for the use
of crypto-assets.
[Crypto-Asset Storage] This block of questions collected data on types of wallets used and on the reasons why
they were chosen. Contrary to prior studies that focus on hosted wallets [43, 63], we provided an exhaustive
list of eight wallet types, including non-custodial options (e.g., hardware, paper, or brain wallets). Each type
was supplemented by a pop-up note providing an exhaustive explanation (presented in Appendix C). Those
respondents who reported using more than one type were explicitly asked to specify which of the selected
wallets stored most of their funds (in terms of value).
[Other Risk Concerns] Besides security risks, the survey included 10 additional risk scenarios, including, but not
limited to, financial, adoption, and privacy risks. The items were adapted from prior work [8, 28, 43] and extended
with self-developed scenarios to provide a more comprehensive coverage of concerns crypto-asset users may
have nowadays.
[Security Practices] Little is known about security practices that users employ to protect their crypto-assets and
devices. Based on the findings of prior studies [43, 63, 71], we constructed a list of 14 options and asked respondents
how often they implement those practices. For instance, users were asked whether they use backups, two-factor
authentication, encryption, or multi-signature wallets. The responses were reported on a 3-point ordinal scale (1
– rarely, 2 – occasionally, 3 – regularly).
[Demographics] Similar to prior studies [1, 43], we collected basic demographic data. We inquired about their age,
gender, occupation, degree, country of residence, and ethnicity.
4.3

Data Collection

From the outset, we aimed to maintain both the breadth and depth of data to be collected (instead of representativeness,
which is known to be challenging in this domain). The online survey (in English and German) with an optimized front
end for both desktop and mobile browsers was hosted in early 2020 using the Qualtrics survey platform licensed by the
participating institution. We surveyed crypto-asset users in both North America and Europe using a combination of the
two sampling strategies. First, we recruited participants through a variety of direct communication channels, including
pertinent communities on Reddit, cryptocurrency forums, and Twitter, as well as with the help of community managers
of blockchain startups and cryptocurrency exchanges. To diversify this sample and target pragmatic users with less
community engagement, we decided to further recruit participants through a Qualtrics3 panel. The use of such online
crowdsourcing services has become increasingly popular in security and privacy research. Furthermore, prior work has
shown that samples recruited in the U.S. tend to be representative of the country-wide population [58]. Therefore, our
survey was restricted to participants residing in the U.S. and predetermined by Qualtrics to be crypto-asset users over
the age of 18.
In total, we collected reliable data from 395 crypto-asset users, 195 of which were recruited through our targeted
campaigns and the rest (200 users) – through the commercial service. The average completion time of the questionnaire
3 Qualtrics

panel: https://www.qualtrics.com/research-services/online-sample/
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was 16.5 and 9 minutes for the subsamples recruited by us and Qualtrics, respectively. We present the comparative
analysis of the two subsamples along with the socio-demographic factors in Table 6 in Appendix B.
4.4

Quality Assurance, Ethics, and Privacy

We implemented a number of quality assurance measures and checks to avoid misinterpretation and reduce response
bias in the data collection phase. First, we conducted a pilot survey with 30 participants to assess the clarity and
translation quality of the instrument. The participants were a mix of domain experts, researchers, and crypto-asset
users, whose valuable feedback led to several improvements. Specifically, we made adjustments related to incorrect
randomization of questions or wording issues. Second, basic attention checks (e.g., repeated and reversed questions)
were implemented in the survey itself to ensure that participants complete it with full attention.
In the Qualtrics subsample, we also excluded participants who reported using European exchanges, as non-European
citizens would not be able to register and pass the Know-Your-Customer4 check. Qualtrics further screened out
respondents who completed the survey in less than 250 seconds. For the sake of consistency, we applied the same rule
for the other subsample, too. Overall, we excluded 406 response sets (206 from the broad and 200 from the deep sample),
which either failed quality or completion time checks, or were identified as straight-liners.
Prior to the data collection phase, the study was reviewed and approved by the research ethics boards of the involved
institutions. Participants were asked for explicit consent to participate in the study and to use their anonymized data
for research purposes. We arranged a raffle as an incentive and compensation for participation. Winners were able
to choose between a 50 euro (or the equivalent amount in the currency of choice) Amazon gift card or a donation to
UNICEF, WWF, or the Red Cross. The probability of winning was 1 out of 25 for our subsample. For the sake of fairness,
it was adjusted for the other subsample based on the estimated value, since Qualtrics itself compensated respondents
with US$4.
Upon completion of data collection and cleaning procedures, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for each construct
as a measure of the internal consistency of the designed scale items [14]. As reported in Table 5 in Appendix A, all
constructs have an alpha value greater than the rule-of-thumb threshold of 0.7 [69]. Also, the values do not improve
after dropping an arbitrary item in any scale, which indicates a sufficient level of redundancy in the items. As expected,
the construct perceived concern has the lowest Cronbach’s alpha (𝛼 = 0.77), since the items operationalize tangential
types of security risk. We calculated the aggregate score of each construct by summing up the scores of all individual
items and standardizing this sum to allow equal weighting of the inputs to the cluster analysis.
5

RESULTS

We first present the clustering results and describe the discovered user typology. Then, we examine users’ security
behaviors on the cluster level by looking at the users’ choice of wallets and a number of security practices specific to
the protection of crypto-assets.
5.1

Typology of Crypto-Asset Users

Ward’s hierarchical clustering with the Euclidean distance measure yielded a dendrogram (shown in Figure 2a) suggesting
three distinct clusters in the dataset. We tested the stability of this cluster solution by iteratively dropping one of the
discriminating variables and rerunning the analysis. The resulting dendrograms, presented in Figure 7 in Appendix D,
4 Know-Your-Customer

(KYC): Practices carried out by (financial) service providers to verify their clients
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Perceived self-efficacy

1
0
-1
-2
-3
-2
(a) Hierarchical cluster dendrogram

-1
0
1
2
Perceived vulnerability

(b) Clusters and their centroids along two constructs
Fig. 2. Cluster analysis results

reasonably support solutions with three clusters. We visualize the cluster analysis results in Figure 2b by plotting the
standardized scores of the constructs perceived vulnerability and perceived self-efficacy (with added noise of 5% to avoid
the discreteness effects) of each individual respondent in the sample. From this plot, it appears that users within two
clusters (marked in blue and orange) are homogeneous in their high scores on perceived self-efficacy, but differ in their
self-evaluation of perceived vulnerability (rated as either low or high). Users within the third cluster (in green) perceive
themselves as the least competent in taking protective measures and are distinguished by their heterogeneous opinions
on the likelihood of their accounts or keys being compromised.
Since Figure 2b gives only a partial view of the cluster analysis results, we present the mean and plus or minus
one standard deviation of all the constructs per each cluster in Figure 3. At this point, we introduce the labels for the
clusters for the sake of convenience: cypherpunks, rookies, and hodlers. Cypherpunks (in blue) report being the least
vulnerable to security threats and the most skilled in protecting keys and wallets on their own.
1.5
1

Cypherpunks

0.5
0

Rookies

-0.5

Hodlers

-1
-1.5

Perceived

Response

Perceived

Perceived

Perceived

vulnerability

cost

concern

severity

self-efficacy

Fig. 3. Construct means and ±1 standard deviation per cluster, sorted by increasing values of the cypherpunks
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Hodlers are also competent in digital self-protection; however, they are more security-concerned and cautious, as
evidenced by the consistently high scores on perceived vulnerability, perceived severity, response cost, and perceived
concern. With regard to rookies, the mean value of perceived self-efficacy is what makes this cluster stand out in our
dataset. As for the rest of the psychometric constructs, this cluster has in-between means close to zero.
The differences between the clusters are evident in the level of self-reported confidence and literacy of their users.
Cypherpunks are more confident in using crypto-assets and explaining the intricacies of the underlying technology
(see Table 1), which is expected, considering their high scores on perceived self-efficacy. While hodlers scored lower
than cypherpunks, they are more knowledgeable and confident in their skills than rookies, who have the lowest scores
throughout.
Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of statements referring to the level of confidence in skill areas per cluster. Maximum in bold
(mean) or italics (SD). Reported on a five-point rating scale: 1 – not confident at all, 5 – very confident.

Cypherpunks

Rookies

Hodlers

Questionnaire item
Mean

SD Mean

SD Mean

SD

How confident are you in the following skill areas in the context of
crypto-assets?
Purchasing crypto-assets.

4.56

0.73

3.42

0.99

4.04

1.05

Making payments with crypto-assets.

4.46

0.83

3.33

1.03

4.05

0.91

Explaining the difference between the private and public key.

4.32

0.92

3.20

1.11

3.99

0.96

Explaining the purpose of transaction fees.

4.37

0.87

3.41

1.03

4.01

0.96

Below, we provide the profile description of each cluster and justify our handpicked labels. It is worth emphasizing that
this characterization draws solely on the socio-demographic indicators (gender and age) and a number of self-reported
facts related to the crypto-asset ownership (see Table 2).
In addition, we base our conclusions on users’ responses to the following questions:
• “Please select up to 5 factors that contributed to starting your use of crypto-assets.” (Figure 4a),
• “What factors influenced your decision when choosing a crypto wallet for storing your crypto-assets?” (Figure 4b).
Cypherpunks are technically savvy enthusiasts and early adopters who became obsessed by crypto-assets out of
ideological and technological interest. As presented in Table 2, they are mostly men (∼88%) around 25–44 years old
with more than 3 years of experience. Almost 17% of cypherpunks report belonging to the true early adopters of
cryptocurrencies with at least 6 years of experience. The majority of users report owning Bitcoin and Ethereum (see
Table 7 in Appendix E). Moreover, digital tokens are held almost exclusively by cypherpunks (20%). Besides purely
financial motives, cypherpunks rank the interest in the blockchain technology itself and decentralization as the primary
drivers of the crypto-asset usage (see Figure 4a). All the above findings explain our decision to label this cluster as
cypherpunks. Though they started to invest in crypto-assets probably long before the surge of the crypto market, only
14.5% report holding crypto-assets worth of more than US$100 000. Interestingly, ∼17% of cypherpunks prefer not to
disclose their financial status, as opposed to ∼2% of users with the similar response in the other two clusters.
Rookies are casual users who joined the crypto market out of fear of missing out (FoMO). This is evidenced by the
high fraction of rookies who are novices or who started to invest in crypto-assets 3–4 years ago, probably following the
record surge in Bitcoin’s market price in 2017. While being curious about the technology, they seek long-term financial
10
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(a) Self-reported motives for the use of crypto-assets

(b) Self-reported decision factors for the choice of crypto wallets

Fig. 4. Self-reported factors in percentage of users per cluster, sorted by decreasing values of the cypherpunks

gains and profit opportunities (see Figure 4a). In contrast to the male-dominated cluster of young and medium-aged
cypherpunks, rookies are characterized by the largest share of women (33%) and a significant share (25%) of the older
population (over 45). With respect to coin management tools, rookies favor convenient, secure, and easy-to-use wallets
(see Figure 4b).
Hodlers are middle-aged traders (with almost half being 35–44 years old) who started to use crypto-assets 3–4 years
ago foremost out of financial motives. The term hodler originated on the Bitcointalk forums5 in a misspelling by a
Bitcoin trader. Since then, hodlers are often associated with greedy crypto-asset users, and this term therefore seems
appropriate for the cluster.
Besides trading crypto-assets, hodlers also trade on conventional stock markets more often (23% “regularly”) than
cypherpunks (18%) and rookies (13%). Interestingly, 25% of hodlers report owning more than US$100 000 of crypto-assets.
As high-net-worth individuals, they are especially interested in proof-of-stake (PoS) protocols, perhaps to reap the
benefits of the so-called compounding effect [23]. The effect predicts that wealthier users will become even richer,
as with the growing wealth they have higher chances of being elected as new block leaders and getting financially
rewarded.
It is remarkable that this typology, derived from a purely data-driven approach, presents a plausible and fairly
consistent view of the entire population of crypto-asset users. With the descriptive characteristics of the clusters at hand,
we can now connect the dots back to the psychometric constructs and summarize the key facts. Cypherpunks know
best what security in the context of crypto-assets means, whereas rookies are the least knowledgeable and experienced
in this matter. Hodlers, in turn, trade and interact with large amounts of money and hence, face incentives to take
special care of the security and protection of their digital assets and devices.

5I

AM HODLING: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=375643.0
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Table 2. Descriptive characteristics of the clusters

Characteristic

Hodlers

Total

𝑁
145 (36.7%)
137 (34.7%)
113 (28.6%)
Gender
Men
87.6%
64.2%
80.5%
Women
9.7%
32.8%
17.7%
Non-binary/third gender
0.0%
1.5%
0.0%
Prefer not to answer
2.8%
1.5%
1.8%
Age
Younger than 25
15.2%
13.1%
9.7%
25–34 years
35.2%
29.9%
34.5%
35–44 years
33.1%
31.4%
46.0%
45–54 years
12.4%
22.6%
8.0%
55–64 years
2.8%
2.2%
0.9%
Prefer not to answer
1.4%
0.7%
0.9%
How many years of experience using crypto-assets do you have?
Less than 1 year
10.3%
16.1%
6.2%
1–2 years
17.2%
25.5%
26.5%
3–4 years
42.1%
38.0%
43.4%
5–6 years
13.8%
17.5%
16.8%
More than 6 years
16.6%
2.9%
7.1%
How much, in terms of the market value, are you currently holding in crypto-assets?
Less than USD 1 000
7.6%
13.1%
7.1%
USD 1 000 – USD 5 000
18.6%
21.2%
15.9%
USD 5 000 – USD 10 000
13.1%
20.4%
20.4%
USD 10 000 – USD 100 000
29.7%
29.9%
30.1%
More than USD 100 000
14.5%
13.1%
24.8%
Prefer not to tell
16.6%
2.2%
1.8%
Have you ever traded on conventional financial stock markets? If yes, how often?
No, I haven’t.
31.0%
19.0%
12.4%
Yes, I traded once or a few times.
22.1%
33.6%
32.7%
Yes, I trade occasionally.
29.0%
33.6%
31.0%
Yes, I trade regularly.
17.9%
13.1%
23.0%
No answer
0.0%
0.7%
0.9%

395 (100.0%)

5.2

Cypherpunks

Rookies

77.5%
20.0%
0.5%
2.0%
12.9%
33.2%
36.2%
14.7%
2.0%
1.0%
11.1%
22.8%
41.0%
15.9%
9.1%
9.4%
18.7%
17.7%
29.9%
17.0%
7.3%
21.5%
29.1%
31.1%
17.7%
0.5%

Understanding Security Behavior

The identified user typology allows us to study heterogeneous security perceptions and behaviors of crypto-asset users
on the cluster level instead of the hard-to-define population level. In particular, all the three clusters appear in both
samples and presumably in most populations of interest. The prevalence of each cluster may however vary between
countries across the globe. Nevertheless, the user typology remains a strong tool to make more generalizable statements
in a domain plagued with sampling difficulties. While we cannot claim that 𝑥% of the entire population uses a security
practice, we can state that 𝑦% of users within a certain cluster report to use that practice.
Monetary losses in the crypto-asset domain are common, and hodlers experienced them more often than cypherpunks
and rookies. Almost 40% of hodlers had already fallen victim to key thefts. This presumably explains their high concern
about security risks and willingness to take precautions. A similar negative experience is observable for 18% of rookies,
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(b) Who has control over private keys for the majority of your
crypto-assets (in terms of value)? (single choice)

Fig. 5. Self-reported monetary losses and control over private keys per cluster

as opposed to cypherpunks who mostly avoided this fate. Figure 5a provides an overview of the experienced losses and
causes (including thefts of private keys) broken down by cluster.
Rookies appear to refrain from managing their own private keys and often rely on third parties. This is not surprising,
considering their low perceived self-efficacy and corresponding inability to self-control cryptographic keys. Close to half
of rookies (see Figure 5b) also report sharing keys with another trusted person or relying on custodians (e.g., exchanges),
which, in both cases, reduces the burden of secure key management.
When it comes to the wallet types used, there is no clear preference among the clusters. This corroborates with the
findings of earlier qualitative user studies [71]. In fact, almost 80% of the entire sample report using more than one type,
among which the most popular are software, mobile, and hardware wallets (see Figure 6). Software and mobile wallets
are usually chosen for their convenience and easy access, whereas hardware wallets are widely recommended for the
secure, long-term storage of digital assets [38]. Since this great variety in wallet types was somewhat expected, we
shifted our focus of the analysis to the single wallet that stored most of the user’s funds (marked by a cross symbol
in Figure 6). From this perspective, one can recognize an increased tendency toward the use of hardware wallets by
cypherpunks, while rookies and hodlers remain consistent with their general wallet preferences.
Prior qualitative work [71] found that individuals choose wallets depending on the exact purpose and amount to
be held. In simple terms, users seem to differentiate between cold (offline) storage for long-term, high-value funds
and hot (online) storage for short-term, low-value funds. We explore individuals’ perceptions in this regard and their
effect on user behaviors, both descriptively and statistically. Table 3 shows the means and standard errors for the four
perception-checking statements, labeled for brevity as self-control of keys, trust in custodians, reducing risk exposure,
and a trade-off between cold and hot storage. Again, cypherpunks strongly endorse the self-management of keys,
rookies appear to be the least confident about these storage tactics, while hodlers somewhat naively trust exchanges.
We ran a series of logistic regressions to examine more closely the relationship between the user’s perceptions
and their wallet choice (as a proxy of self-reported behavior). As for the explanatory variables, we considered the
above statements and recoded ordinal responses to the question about the total amount of owned crypto-assets (see
Table 2) into a binary variable with a cut-off value of US$10 000. As for the dependent variables, we considered the
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Fig. 6. Self-reported usage of wallets in percentage of users per cluster. Cross symbols refer to the wallet type which holds the
majority of the user’s funds (single-choice).

most common types (i.e., software, hardware, and mobile wallets), other cold (paper or brain wallets), and custodial
wallets (i.e., exchanges and cloud wallets). The results of the regression models are presented in Table 8 in Appendix F.
Among all the types considered, we quantitatively confirm, as conjectured in prior literature, a significant positive effect
between higher holdings and the user’s choice of hardware wallets. For each cluster, we estimated how the likelihood of
choosing a hardware wallet changes when the total amount of user’s funds exceeds the threshold of $10 000. According
to the fitted model, this probability increases from 0.32 to 0.46 for cypherpunks, from 0.15 to 0.25 for hodlers, and from
0.21 to 0.33 for rookies. Regarding the perception statements, we find a significant positive correlation between the
choice of custodial wallets and one’s trust in custodians.
When it comes to security practices (see Table 4), rookies implement them less frequently than cypherpunks or
hodlers. Similar discrepancies are found in the work of Ion et al. [37], who compare self-reported security practices of
non-expert online users to those of experts. Particularly cypherpunks and hodlers, who are more security-aware and
knowledgeable, adhere to best practices, such as backing up wallets and using multi-factor authentication. Conversely,
cypherpunks are reluctant to use multi-signature wallets, which require multiple keys to authorize a transaction. Some
critical bugs were found in such wallets [52] that likely formed a negative image of this feature, paradoxically introduced
for better security control in the first place.
In terms of the protection of devices used to access crypto-assets, cypherpunks tend to take special care of physical
security (e.g., by preventing a physical access to a device and protecting it with a unique password). Interestingly,
hodlers are less concerned by physical security and, as opposed to cypherpunks, more attentive to online security
measures, such as disconnecting devices from the Internet or installing the latest anti-malware software. Again, this is
consistent with the fact that cypherpunks prefer hardware wallets for large holdings, as these types of wallets have one
of the highest levels of security. The only known weak points to date are sophisticated side-channel attacks [11], which
are an unlikely threat scenario for most users. Hodlers, on the contrary, resort more to software wallets, which are
particularly exposed to online security threats, such as breaches and phishing [71].
Privacy concerns were prevalent among all clusters. Users were asked to rate their level of concern about the
five domain-specific risk scenarios impacting user privacy (Table 3): transaction traceability by different parties (3
items), the leakage of personally identifiable information by exchanges, and information sharing with national tax
authorities. The cross-cluster analysis of the mean and standard deviation values (see Table 3) reveals that hodlers are
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Table 3. Mean and standard deviation of security and privacy perception statements per cluster. Row maximum in bold (mean) or
italics (SD). Reported on a five-point rating scale: 1 – fully disagree/not concerned at all, 5 – fully agree/very concerned.

Cypherpunks

Questionnaire item

Mean

Self-control of my private keys reduces the risk of losing crypto-assets.
(self-control of keys)
A well-known and well-regulated exchange is capable of securing my
crypto-assets.
(trust in custodians)
Minimizing the time my crypto-assets stay in online crypto wallets or
exchanges helps me to reduce the risk of losing crypto-assets.
(reducing risk exposure)
Separating long- and short-term crypto-assets (e.g., in cold and hot
storages) helps me to reduce the risk of losing crypto-assets.
(cold vs. hot storage)
To what extent are you concerned about . . .
. . . traceability of transactions by governments?
. . . traceability of transactions by firms/private sector?
. . . traceability of transactions by individuals?
. . . the leakage of personally identifiable information (e.g., e-mail
addresses) by crypto-asset exchanges?
. . . information sharing with national tax authorities?

Rookies

SD Mean

Hodlers

SD Mean

SD

4.07

1.25

3.29

1.10

3.98

0.86

2.92

1.27

3.19

1.00

3.92

0.87

4.10

1.11

3.31

1.01

3.82

0.92

4.30

0.99

3.40

1.03

3.97

0.89

2.9
2.9
2.8

1.3
1.4
1.3

3.0
3.1
3.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

3.7
3.8
3.9

1.1
1.0
0.9

3.4

1.4

3.0

1.0

3.8

1.0

2.9

1.4

2.8

1.0

4.0

1.0

most privacy-concerned and especially fear being taxed on their crypto-asset trading profits. Interestingly, cypherpunks
are on average the least concerned by transaction traceability; however, the observed high variance suggests some
disagreement within the cluster. Arguably, cypherpunks include “dreamers” or “true Bitcoiners,” as defined in [42],
who follow the concepts and ideas of Nakamoto’s original working paper and truly believe in perfect anonymity and
infallibility of the blockchain technology, and “pragmatists,” who are aware of well-documented privacy deficiencies of
many of the existing crypto-assets [5, 13, 49].
6

DISCUSSION

6.1

Implications for Research

Our study has several implications for usable security and privacy research on crypto-assets. First, we have proposed
new domain-specific scale items, which extend established theoretical constructs defined in prior work [36, 39, 76]. The
scales have shown high internal consistency and proved to be useful and robust in cluster analysis, compared with
classical socio-economic variables. This is further supported by the fact that the discovered clusters are stable in both
sampling frames (Qualtrics panel vs. other recruitment channels). We believe that the three emerging user personas –
cypherpunks, rookies, and hodlers – present a sufficiently accurate categorization of the contemporary crypto-asset
population.
Our findings further extend prior work on user personas in human-computer interaction research. Privacy personas
were first defined in the work of Westin [44] and comprise fundamentalists (highly concerned), pragmatists (somewhat
concerned), and the marginally concerned. Dupree et al. [20] extended this model to five personas and suggest that security
and privacy behaviors differ based on the motivation and knowledge of the respective cluster, with fundamentalists
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Table 4. Self-reported security practices in percentage of users within each cluster

Security practice

Cypherpunks

Rookies

Hodlers

Please specify how often you undertake (or undertook) the following security practices.
%
%
Scale: rarely, occasionally, regularly.
Practices related to backups
I back(ed) up my crypto wallet.
I generate(d) multiple backups of my crypto wallet.
I encrypt(ed) backups for additional security.
Practices related to secure wallets
I keep (kept) my hardware wallet and its backup key separately.*
I use(d) a multi-signature crypto wallet out of security concerns.
Practices related to custodial wallets
I store(d) my crypto-assets in a reputable online wallet or exchange.
I enable(d) a multi-factor authentication for my online account(s).
Practices related to key protection
I disconnect(ed) from the Internet before creating private keys.
I store(d) private keys differently depending on the purpose and
amount of crypto-assets.
Practices related to devices
A device I use(d) to access my crypto-assets . . .
. . . is/was not used by anyone else.
. . . has/had a unique password.
. . . is/was kept in a physically secured location.
. . . is/was equipped with the latest malware protection.
. . . is/was not connected to the Internet.
*

9

32

59

17

43

23

29

41
48

76

21
43

17

46
79

35

23

23

55

24

6 33

23

46

31

6

45

49

23

52

25

10

42

49

23

38

6 16

20

14

33

41

34

43

%

43

43

34

38

28

11

56

33

11

54

35

34

39

51

24

28

25

5

61

58

46

61

19

6

40

50

72

15

47

38

45

8 21

71

13

53

34

5 34

34

53

23

45

31

16 26

59

23

43

34

36

34

30

29

47

23

53
42
10

37

50

37

6 22

12

58

37

5

44

42

44

52
61
43
55
46

Valid for the respondents who self-reported using hardware wallets.

being the most motivated and knowledgeable. For crypto-assets, the presence of different security personas was first
suggested by Fröhlich et al. [25], who compared fundamentalists against the marginally concerned with regard to the
use of custodial and non-custodial crypto wallets. The authors suggest that the fundamentalists value control over their
private keys, whereas the marginally concerned trust websites and consider key management a burden. However, the
characteristics of these user groups were not discussed by the authors any further due to the qualitative nature of the
study.
This work fills this gap, confirms the key management dichotomy, and provides the in-depth characterization
of the user groups based on empirical evidence. This is achieved through an integration of the psychometric and
multidimensional data, with many of the analyzed variables being orthogonal to the construct variables.
We further employed a novel combination of the recruitment strategies, including the use of a commercial panel.
Prior work has successfully shown that specific user populations, such as owners of smart home devices [68] or fitness
trackers [26], can be recruited through such means. Our study gives some indications that crypto-asset users are not an
exception. Employing both deep and broad sampling allowed us to target a more diverse crypto-asset user population,
the heterogeneity of which is evident in the results of cluster analysis. The vast majority of users recruited through the
panel were hodlers, with cypherpunks and rookies being underrepresented, whereas most cypherpunks, on the other
hand, were recruited through our targeted campaigns (see Table 6 in Appendix B).
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It should be emphasized, however, that each sampling strategy comes with its own share of trade-offs. In our case,
the recruitment periods differed significantly, with the targeted campaigns running for four months and the broad
sampling through Qualtrics only for three days. This striking divergence is due to difficulties that we experienced
throughout the targeted deep campaigns, caused largely by security and privacy concerns of potential participants. Yet,
the respondents who completed our online questionnaire provided quality responses and took nearly twice as long
(16.5 vs. 9 minutes) when compared to the participants recruited through Qualtrics. In the latter case, we observed
more low-quality responses, including straight-liners, very quick completion times, and failed attention checks. These
measures contributed to the four iterations needed to reach the target of 200 quality responses. Despite the methodspecific challenges we encountered, we strongly believe that the combination of both sampling strategies allowed us to
gather responses from a broader spectrum of crypto-asset users, which has been unparalleled in published research in
this emerging domain.
Consequently, this study also provides an updated and possibly more accurate overview of the current crypto-asset
user population, including its security and privacy perceptions and behaviors. Prior work has either focused exclusively
on Bitcoin [1, 43] or produced findings that were hard to generalize because of the small sample size [25, 27, 47, 63, 71].
Studies surveying the Bitcoin user population were also predominantly of male users, with Bohr and Bashir [9] only
finding 5% female users in 2014, and Krombholz et al. [43] reporting 10% female users in 2015. In our study, 20%
of participants are women. Arguably, this development hints at a trend of increasing diversity, particularly when
considering the cluster of rookies. While this trend is promising, it is still an open research question how to make
crypto-asset use more accessible to underrepresented groups.
6.2

Design Implications

Our results suggest that the crypto-asset user population is composed of homogeneous groups that differ in their
security behaviors, motives, and backgrounds. Consequently, the decision for or against a specific crypto wallet depends
on a variety of the user’s idiosyncratic characteristics. An entry questionnaire could provide guidance for users in
choosing the “right” wallet for depositing funds. For example, cypherpunks and hodlers are fairly knowledgeable and
value the option of being solely responsible for their private keys, whereas rookies are not as confident in their abilities.
Our scales could be used to assess the self-efficacy of individuals and refined to provide wallet recommendations. For
rookies, these would be custodial solutions, such as Coinbase6 or Binance,7 and non-custodial solutions would be
recommended for the more experienced users.
The requirements for tools also differ based on the group they are intended to support. Modern crypto wallets
mostly provide a “one-size-fits-all” solution, which is impractical considering the varying levels of expertise among
users. Prior work has shown that newcomers are often confused by the complex terminology and metaphors used in
current wallets [22, 71]. While one cannot expect wallet providers to develop tailored solutions for each user group,
the implementation of default user profiles seems feasible. Perhaps, a novice user profile would not provide advanced
transactions options, custom fees, and the export of private keys, whereas an expert user profile would support these
options. Wallet personalization would benefit all three of the identified clusters in this study, providing rookies with an
abstraction layer while also supporting more advanced hodlers and cypherpunks.
Personalization could also go beyond the interface alone and be applied to more effective risk communication. Studies
have shown that users are often not aware of where their private keys are being stored [71] and this confusion leads to
6 Coinbase:
7 Binance:

www.coinbase.com
www.binance.com
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inadequate risk assessment. To address this, wallet providers should be more transparent about the key management,
particularly when it comes to the storage practices. Prior work [21, 59] has shown that more transparent, comprehensible,
and actionable security warnings can lead to better security practices, and we believe that similar enhancements could
be made in the context of crypto-asset key management. Particularly cypherpunks and hodlers, who both understand
the nature of keys, would be able to assess the risks and could make an educated decision about a key management
solution at hand.
For rookies, a hybrid wallet approach, as defined by Fröhlich et al. [25], could be used to enhance the UX. The vast
majority of crypto wallets nowadays are either custodial or non-custodial. Encrypted cloud backups could provide a
viable option for new users with small amounts of crypto-assets. The private keys could be encrypted on the respective
device and saved to a cloud service, similar to the beginner version of the Casa wallet.8 Casa, however, only supports
bitcoin, and we believe that similar approaches could also work for other crypto-assets.
Hodlers could also be supported by already existing technology. Hodlers are profit-oriented traders and have reported
losing significant amounts in the past. Decentralized exchanges, such as Uniswap,9 allow users to trade crypto-assets
while being in sole possession of their keys at the same time. These exchanges would suit the needs of hodlers, and yet,
overall, only 5 out of 395 participants have reported using such platforms. Understanding why these types of exchanges
are not more popular could be the object of future studies.
Overall, our findings suggest that there is no silver bullet for crypto-asset key management practices because of the
significant differences among the identified user groups. These groups and their needs have to be likewise considered
when making design decisions for CBDCs. If the goal of such systems is inclusiveness, then they cannot offer only
custodial or non-custodial solutions. Users should be given the choice to decide themselves and should be supported
throughout to guarantee that an educated decision is being made. It is equally important that the risks are communicated
effectively and that the users understand the benefits and dangers of custodial and non-custodial solutions. This becomes
of utmost importance in light of the number of newcomers – potentially hundreds of millions – that a widespread
adoption of CBDCs might bring and the grave consequences that could result from self-induced errors.
6.3

Limitations and Future Work

This work has a number of limitations typical for empirical studies of crypto-assets. In particular, our analysis is
based on self-reports, which are potentially skewed toward socially desirable responses or biased due to cognitive
influences or repeated survey participation. We also relied on self-reported claims in screening out users and non-users
of crypto-assets, which could have affected an unobservable (to us) coverage error. Furthermore, prior research on
gender and technology use has found that women appear to rank their technological skills lower than men [29]. This
tendency to self-underestimation may have unwittingly biased the cluster analysis results, especially considering the
higher proportion of women in the rookies cluster.
Using the general term “device” in the security practice statements may have confused some respondents. The “device
to access crypto-assets” may take many forms, such as a computer, an external hardware storage device, or a mobile
phone. Unfortunately, the question wording used allows us neither to distinguish between these devices nor to provide
a more nuanced view of the ways they are protected by users. We also acknowledge that our study is limited in its
focus on security practices. Future empirical research should explore which privacy practices crypto-asset users adopt,
and for what reasons.
8 Casa

Wallet: https://decrypt.co/32448/casa-launches-free-private-crypto-wallet-for-bitcoin-beginners
www.uniswap.org

9 Uniswap:
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From a theoretical perspective, future work is needed to validate some of our hypothesized observations about
the user groups. Since cluster analysis was performed after the data collection, no a priori knowledge about the user
typology was taken into consideration at the survey design stage. We therefore encourage further empirical research,
for example, in the realm of FoMO-centric design [74], to study whether the psychometric construct fear of missing out
may affect security and privacy behaviors of users, especially those of hodlers and rookies. Similarly, both research and
practice will benefit from developing scale items for the objective measurement of user literacy about crypto-assets,
cryptographic keys, and wallet types. The first attempt to this end was presented in a representative survey done by
the Bank of Canada [32], which included 8 true/false statements testing the respondent’s knowledge of Bitcoin and
cryptocurrencies. Extending this to security- and privacy-related questions will provide additional insights about the
self-reported efficacy of cypherpunks. Another potentially fruitful area of research is to investigate contrasts in risk
perceptions and security behaviors of crypto-asset users in a cross-national context [12]. Our sample includes a large
fraction of users from North America and Europe, thereby giving an opportunity for examining significant differences
between these two regions.
From a practical perspective, it is desirable to reduce the number of scale items used to measure the psychometric
constructs to a smaller set of checklist questions, while still striving for (at least) the same accuracy and robustness of
the user profiling. Designers of coin management solutions would particularly benefit from a shorter list in providing
more informed wallet recommendations to users. The expressiveness and reliability of these indicator questions could
be first validated by a larger convenience sample or, ideally, in representative studies of national populations.
7

CONCLUSION

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to examine the relation between individuals’ risk perceptions
and security behavior in a stratified sample of crypto-asset users recruited through a mixed sampling strategy. We
demonstrate that the use of a robust, theory-guided approach to scale construction together with cluster analysis
renders the quantitative analysis of security behaviors more tractable and instructive. We offer a validated method
for drawing fairly homogeneous groups of crypto-asset users from empirical data and present its utility in providing
generalizable insights about the hard-to-reach population.
The key theme of our analyses is that crypto-asset users differ in their security and risk perceptions, and these
heterogeneous beliefs affect their crypto wallet decisions and security practices. In spite of this heterogeneity, one
can however distinguish between the three characteristic groups of users. Cypherpunks opt for self-managed security
solutions, whereas hodlers and rookies appear to face a non-trivial dilemma between risk-prone but convenient
custodial solutions and secure but more burdensome non-custodial wallets. Interestingly, this decision resembles the
basic question of whether to stash money under the mattress or entrust banks with taking care of savings. We argue
that there is no one-size-fits-all solution in this domain, and greater personalization of tools and informational and
educational materials is required to address the idiosyncratic needs of different user groups.
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Appendices
A

CONSTRUCT SCALE ITEMS
Table 5. Proposed constructs, scale items,* and Cronbach’s alpha

Scale item

Source(s)

Perceived vulnerability
My crypto wallet is at risk of being compromised.
The risk of my crypto wallet being compromised is high.
It is likely that someone abuses private keys of my crypto-assets.
It is likely that someone makes criminal transactions in my account.
Perceived severity
Losing crypto-assets would require serious efforts from me to
compensate for the loss.
Losing crypto-assets would likely cause me severe stress.
Losing crypto-assets would likely negatively impact my daily life.
Losing crypto-assets would significantly compromise my financial
situation.
Perceived self-efficacy
I am able to protect my private keys from being stolen.
I am able to prevent unauthorized access to my crypto wallet.
I have technical skills and time to secure and prevent the theft of my
crypto-assets.
I find it easy to secure my crypto wallet.
Response cost
Securing crypto-assets is costly.
Keeping security measures for crypto-assets up-to-date is costly.
Security investments into equipment are costly.
Staying informed about secure crypto wallets is costly.
Spending crypto-assets from secure crypto wallets is costly.
Perceived concern
I am concerned about the theft of private keys.
I am concerned about the risk of being extorted.
I am concerned about losing crypto-assets by my own mistakes.
I am concerned about security vulnerabilities of wallets.
I am concerned about security vulnerabilities of exchanges.
* Reported on a five-point rating scale: 1 – fully disagree/not concerned at all, 5 – fully agree/very concerned.
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Mean

SD

𝛼 = 0.90
[36, 39, 76]

2.8
2.7
2.6
2.5

1.3
1.4
1.4
1.4

3.6

1.1

3.7
3.4

1.1
1.2

3.3

1.2

3.9
3.9

1.0
1.0

3.8

1.1

3.8

1.1

3.2
3.2
3.3
3.3
3.1

1.1
1.1
1.2
1.1
1.2

3.3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.6

1.2
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.1

𝛼 = 0.79
[39],
selfdeveloped

𝛼 = 0.83
[36, 39, 76]

𝛼 = 0.84
selfdeveloped
𝛼 = 0.77
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COMPARISON OF SAMPLING FRAME DEMOGRAPHICS

Table 6. Comparison of demographics between the subsamples
Characteristic

Size
Gender
Male
Female
Non-binary/third gender
Prefer not to answer
Age
Younger than 25
25–34 years
35–44 years
45–54 years
55–64 years
Prefer not to answer
Education
High school incomplete
High school graduate (or an equivalent)
College or associate degree
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree
Doctoral degree
Other postgraduate or professional degree
Prefer not to answer
Occupation
Student
Skilled manual worker
Employed position in a service job
Self-employed/freelancer
Unemployed or temporarily not working
Retired or unable to work through illness
Employed professional
Other
Prefer not to answer
Country of residence
Americas
United States of America
Canada
Other
Europe
Austria
Germany
Other
Rest of the world
Prefer not to answer
Cluster
Cypherpunks
Rookies
Hodlers

Qualtrics (June 2020)

Other channels (February–June 2020)

Absolute
200

Relative
100%

Absolute
195

Relative
100%

151
49
0
0

75.5%
24.5%
-

155
30
2
8

79.5%
15.4%
1.0%
4.0%

23
53
93
26
5
0

11.5%
26.5%
46.5%
13.0%
2.5%
-

28
78
50
32
3
4

14.4%
40.0%
25.6%
16.4%
1.5%
2.0%

5
18
18
55
75
26
3
0

2.5%
9.0%
9.0%
27.5%
37.5%
13.0%
1.5%
-

13
45
36
45
34
5
8
9

6.7%
23.1%
18.5%
23.1%
17.4%
2.6%
4.1%
4.6%

7
5
51
15
3
3
111
2
3

3.5%
2.5%
25.5%
7.5%
1.5%
1.5%
55.5%
1.0%
1.5%

17
10
20
49
14
4
63
8
10

8.7%
5.1%
10.3%
25.1%
7.2%
2.1%
32.3%
4.1%
5.1%

200
200
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

100%
100%
-

101
35
61
5
56
23
10
23
7
31

51.8%
18.0%
31.3%
2.6%
28.7%
11.8%
5.1%
11.8%
3.6%
15.9%

53
61
86

26.5%
30.5%
43.0%

92
76
27

47.2%
39.0%
13.8%
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CRYPTO WALLET TYPES

Crypto wallet type

Explanation
A software wallet is specialized software downloaded and installed on users’ personal
devices (e.g., Bitcoin Core client, Armory, Electrum, or Hive).
A mobile wallet is an online account with an external provider that keeps required files in
a shared server with access via the phone apps.
A hardware wallet refers to the way of storing private keys on an external highly secure
hardware device (e.g., Ledger or Trezor).
A paper wallet refers to the way of storing private keys offline on a physical document.
A brain wallet refers to the way of storing private keys in one’s own mind by
memorization of a pass-phrase.
A cloud/online wallet is an online account with an external provider that keeps required
files in a shared server with access via the web.
A multi-signature wallet requires more than one private key to authorize a transaction.

Software wallet
Mobile wallet
Hardware wallet
Paper wallet
Brain wallet
Cloud/online wallet
Multi-signature wallet

D

CLUSTER DENDROGRAMS

(a) w/o perceived
vulnerability

(b) w/o perceived
severity

(c) w/o perceived
self-efficacy

(d) w/o response
cost

(e) w/o perceived
concern

Fig. 7. Dendrograms for the cluster analysis without (w/o) one of the five constructs

E

CRYPTO-ASSETS USED

Table 7. Self-reported usage of crypto-assets in percentage of users within each cluster

Crypto-asset(s) used
Color coding:

used exclusively,

Cypherpunks

used among other crypto-assets,

Bitcoin
Ethereum
Litecoin
Bitcoin Cash
Privacy cryptocurrencies (Monero, Dash, and Zcash)
Other cryptocurrencies
Digital tokens

10

79

11

70

30

%

%

48

14

Hodlers

38

44

56

25

74

43

56

33

67

30

68

44

56

32

66

21

79

60

19

66

51

38

70

11

33

48

25

Rookies

not used at all.
%

5

36

59

42

55

7

36

57

40

58

96

97
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RESULTS OF LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODELS

Table 8. Results of the logistic regression models

Hardware
wallet

Software
wallet

Mobile
wallet

Other cold
wallet

Custodial
wallet

0.60∗∗
(0.23)

−0.40
(0.25)

−0.11
(0.26)

0.38
(0.33)

−0.26
(0.31)

Value at risk
> $10 000 of total funds
Security perceptions
Self-control of keys

0.15
(0.16)
0.33∗
(0.15)
−0.14
(0.16)
0.09
(0.18)

Trust in custodians
Reducing risk exposure
Cold vs. hot storage
Control variables
Cypherpunks
Rookies
Hodlers

Custodial
wallet

−0.77∗∗∗
(0.20)
−1.31∗∗∗
(0.23)
−1.72∗∗∗
(0.28)

−1.46∗∗∗
(0.24)
−1.20∗∗∗
(0.23)
−0.47∗
(0.24)

−1.52∗∗∗
(0.25)
−1.31∗∗∗
(0.24)
−1.54∗∗∗
(0.29)

−2.27∗∗∗
(0.32)
−2.72∗∗∗
(0.37)
−2.10∗∗∗
(0.35)

−1.98∗∗∗
(0.29)
−1.60∗∗∗
(0.27)
−1.82∗∗∗
(0.32)

−3.56∗∗∗
(1.03)
−3.13∗∗∗
(0.89)
−3.71∗∗∗
(1.06)

−228.78
0.16
395
114

−205.32
0.25
395
90

−187.14
0.32
395
72

−129.75
0.53
395
41

−151.01
0.45
395
51

−147.38
0.46
395
51

Log likelihood
McFadden’s 𝑅 2
Number of total observations
. . . of which choose this wallet:
Significance level: ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.001; ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01; ∗ 𝑝 < 0.05
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